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6:50 PM Summary of session: 

There is an old man, he has light skin color not dark, he is of a large build with a big belly and 

thick arms and big hands with thick fingers. His arms are hairy with long curved light-colored 

hairs. His eyes are a very light blue color. He has a white beard which is long and pointy on the 

end. He has a white moustache with the beard, the moustache extends to the sides left and right 

and then becomes a thin narrow point on the ends which is stylized to point upward at the ends 

of the moustache on both sides. The man is bald on his head, but he does have white hair at the 

lower back of the head. His index finger, and/or one of his big toes, is significant. Most of the 

time I see him as being naked, but there is also a large red which is in front of him and is soft and 

could be a red clothing and coat or sweater that he is wearing. Importantly his forearms are bare 

and that turns out to be significant in the story. 

There are three or four locations in the story. The main location is what we could call ground 

level. It is indoors and is lit and not dark and has colors of beige and brown like colors of wood. 

This room has a large reflective gold drape or curtain which goes all the way from floor to top 

high above. The floor is shaped rectangular so that it is a bit wider than it is long, this is not a 

huge big room but conveniently sized but is also not a small space. There are walls at least along 

the background side. 

Another location is the basement which is directly underneath the main location. There is a black 

rectangular or square empty space which acts as a door opening that has no door covering over 

it, this door opening leads down some black stairs into the basement. The basement is dark and 

black and feels as if fitted with stone walls and stone floor. It is a scary eery place full of magic 

and sorcery, it also feels eery like a graveyard but I have not seen any items or elements of a 

graveyard it just has that feeling. There is a container which contains blue color (probably water 

but not probed and confirmed to be water, could also be any other flowing blue material), this 

container is in the basement meaning that it is under the floor of the main location. There is a 

square black tile on the floor of the main location which can be slided aside to reveal the square 

opening on the floor in the main location which drops straight down into this container with blue 

that is probably water. This container sits on four legs against the floor of the basement. 

Another location is above the main location. If we go to the top of the gold curtain, and in fact to 

the top of a long vertical rope that goes from just above the floor and up to the top, then we find 

a ledge with a space where a person could be, as the ceiling continues also above further. 

A possible fourth location, unless it is the same as the main location, is a room that is an office or 



a study, but it has no computer in this room, there is a wooden table or desk which has a wooden 

shrine or box on the desk. The room itself is fitted with a lot of wood panels and surfaces. The 

shrine is ornate, made out of mahogany or Brazilian wood or some fancy wood with color 

variations across it, and this shrine has four decorative curved feet to stand on. 

Inside the wooden shrine is a small gold key, the kind of key that goes to a small safe box like one 

that contains money or to a locker box. Inside this shrine is however kept a very thick white towel 

which sits there on one side folded. This towel has got a secret pocket on its underside, which is 

why this towel is thicker than an ordinary towel, and inside that pocket can be hidden a small 

miniature sized object which reminds of a crossbow, when the crossbow is kept hidden in the 

towel, the towel becomes very heavy from it. 

The old man who really looks like Santa Claus holds the white towel hanging over one bare 

forearm, kind of like the way how a waiter holds a towel over one arm. Underneath the towel is 

hidden the small crossbow-like item against his hairy forearm along the length of the arm and 

under the towel, it is meant to be concealed and secret. This crossbow-like item has been pulled 

back, it has a thin metal bar with a little hook on one end which is fastened when the device is 

pulled back and by so doing the crossbow-like item makes a click and is locked in the loaded 

position. The man holds it on his arm in the locked position, hidden under the thick towel. If the 

man contracts his forearm muscles and makes a fist with that hand, then this acts to unlock the 

device. A rope is fastened to the back end of the vertical piece of the "crossbow", when it is 

unlocked then that rope is tugged and pulls back a small thin black square tile on the floor which 

then reveals the trapdoor that leads down to the compartment of water that goes under the 

floor of the main location room. This is all done concealed like a magic trick. 

The old man has one bare big toe which he has against the edge to the trapdoor, so that he can 

feel with his big toe the water of the trapdoor compartment so that he can know when the 

trapdoor cover has been successfully removed by his unlocking of the crossbow trick so that he 

does not have to look down in order to know if it had opened. 

The old man is a very happy, friendly, kind and loving man. This is a very peaceful and safe place 

and he is here because he does not mind having people see him and to look at him. He thinks 

back to when he was a boy and when he could run like a boy and he keeps the memory of how it 

was like when he was a young boy so that he is young in his heart still now as an old man because 

that is what keeps him vital and young. He is a noble, distinguished and refined man and what 

characterized him is that he will never let other people stir his emotions, not to make him laugh 

or smile and not to make him angry. He is in control of his own emotions and his own life and 

that is how he chooses to live his life. He will never take part in a confrontation or quarrel but 

would decline to participate in it, he would also not be one to back away if someone were to 

quarrel at him. He does not like women at all though, but he does like to see boys because it 

reminds him of when he was a boy and how to feel alive. 

There is a second man here, but toward the end of the session it seemed to be turning out to be 



the same man as the first old man, which is not surprising since there are similarities, and they 

are interacting in the same place, and both have the white beard with moustache although the 

first old man has a full white beard and thicker moustache, and the second man has only the 

white goatee and a thin longer sides of the moustache but is also stylized with ends of moustache 

pointing up and being thin. 

The second man is a lot smaller than the first man. This second man walks with a crooked back 

like a hunchback crooked old man and he walks with his knees bent a lot and not on straight legs. 

This man is also bald on his head and like I said, he has a white goatee beard which is pointy on 

the end and he has thin moustache on both sides which goes horisontally to the sides and then is 

very thin and long and stylized to bend upward at the ends on both sides. This man's head looks 

shrunken and small. He has hands and feet that are very small like child size. This man is not 

happy or cheerful or kind like the first bigger old man, this man is serious and almost hateful. 

The second man wears a blue shiny silky cape on his back which makes him look like an action 

figure or a superhero. On the back of the blue cape is embroidered a large "O" symbol with 

another line on it making it look like a mirror-inverse letter "Q" with black thread color. At times 

this man seemed to be wearing a one-piece suit together with his blue cape, with pointy at the 

toes and a hat with pointy ears like Batman. 

The second man is most of the time seen in the scary basement, where he feels like a sorceror. 

He is seen carrying the ornate wooden shrine with both hands as he walks in the basement. He is 

also seen holding a rope in his hands, the rope forms two large loose loops of rope slack and he 

feeds rope forward. He was also seen at the top level where a vertical rope ends at the top, this is 

like a ledge above the main location room. 

The big old man is seen lowering himself, or being lowered, down the long vertical rope which 

goes from the top ledge above and down almost to the floor of the main location. This big old 

man does not know how to get up to the top of the rope, as he could not know or be capable of 

climbing the rope so he does not even try, but he did come from up there lowering himself on the 

rope. 

There is also the matter of gold. The big old man has a lot of gold in his possession, it was 

described early in the session as "a pot of gold". The other old man with blue cloak wants to have 

that money. Someone took the pot of gold from the big man's hands and it felt like a robbery, but 

the big old man had decided to not suffer because of it or to let it ruin his life. 

The big man is also seen dropping down gold into the trapdoor that has the water below. The pot 

of gold became later in session the same element as the trapdoor of water, so we can also say 

that he dropped the gold down into the trapdoor. One thing he does is that he puts a gold nugget 

of some kind, on his tongue and closes his mouth, it is important when he lowers down into the 

trapdoor that he has it in his mouth, it seems to be the small gold key from earlier. He will also 

have a gold nugget item in his hand when he is lowered down into the water trapdoor, and he 



opens his hand and the gold nugget slowly falls down along the water compartment, and this is a 

time keeping method, namely when the gold nugget reaches halfway down, or before it reaches 

down to the bottom of the water container, something has to be done on time, perhaps having 

to do with breathing air so that he does not run out of air. 

The big man dips his toe on the water surface of the trapdoor, but he will also be lowering 

himself down in there. It seems that he is fastened by rope and that he is lowered down by rope 

into the water and that the other man who has the blue cape is lowering him down by feeding 

slack of rope. All this has to do with there being the gold down there in the water. However, the 

biggest amount of gold or treasure is kept at the back of the basement up at the ceiling, the man 

with blue cape has put it there, and it actually belongs to the big old man, it seems to have been 

stolen by the man with blue cape from the big old man. 

There is a transparent plastic-coated tubing that goes around horisontally at the back of the head 

of the smaller old man with blue cape, and this tubing goes around to connect to his both nostrils 

to provide him with oxygen. 

The big man and also the smaller man with blue cape, both know how to do a magic trick where 

there is a big poof of white smoke which conceals the man and then he can pull the lever on the 

crossbow on his forearm which opens the door to the trapdoor that takes to under the floor and 

he could drop down into the water compartment under the floor and "vanish magically". There is 

also another door opening which is against the back wall of the main location room and is kept 

hidden behind the gold drapes curtain, he could also slip there to go down the stairs to the same 

basement room "like magic". 

I have also seen an object shaped like a white paper folded and which has a line of gold along the 

fold and this gold was being poured down from this folded paper down into the same "gold pot" 

which appears to be the trapdoor of water in the floor. 

So what do we have and how do we make sense out of it all? It is not good to make guesses or to 

speculate in remote viewing, it is important that we are not tempted to make the connections or 

to fill in the gaps, because what I have just described could be made sense out of in any number 

of ways. 

I have referred to the big old man as Santa Claus in my main report as I was working on this 

session, and I have referred to the smaller crooked old man as Batman in the report, but these 

are only names and shorthand instead of writing "bigger old man" and "smaller old man with blue 

cape" all the time! I am not entirely certain of the exact identity of things that I have described. 

The crossbow started out being called a lifting crane, then an ink reservoir pen, also as a firearms 

weapon and once as a small sword, but its latest most updated name became a crossbow, but 

that is not necessarily its true identity either. It does resemble a crossbow however, and it is 

operated similarly to a crossbow. 

The two men could be the same individual but perhaps at different times, what mainly makes me 



suspect them to be the same is that both were seen with a similar, but not identical, beard and 

moustache. 

But what sense can we make out of it? It seems to be magicians working on a stage magic trick, 

because of the large number of concealed props. It could also be Santa Claus with Batman or 

costumes. It could also be a burglary of the gold, or it could be the retrieval of gold from an 

underground chamber. Look for the very central and significant human element of these two 

men as described, look also for any elements resembling the crossbow that I have drawn, and 

especially look for the rope being handled by these men. The pointing index finger or big toe, the 

white beard or possibly even other white hair lining, the concealed entrances, and the flowing 

blue whether a blue water or even just the blue cape on the man's back. I have possibly worked 

longer on THIS session than on any RV session before this one, but this one makes less sense to 

me than many other targets. 

Also see the full text report for all the details, it is also not possibly to put everything into a 

summary. 

7:35 PM End summary notes and end session. 


